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Abstract. We study the problem of broadcasting conﬁdential information to a collection of n devices while providing the ability to revoke
an arbitrary subset of those devices (and tolerating collusion among the
revoked devices). In this paper, we restrict our attention to low-memory
devices, that is, devices that can store at most O(log n) keys. We consider
solutions for both zero-state and low-state cases, where such devices are
organized in a tree structure T . We allow the group controller to encrypt
broadcasts to any subtree of T , even if the tree is based on an multi-way
organizational chart or a severely unbalanced multicast tree.
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Introduction

In the group broadcast problem, we have a group S of n devices and a group
controller (GC ) that periodically broadcasts messages to all the devices over
an insecure channel [8]. Such broadcast messages are encrypted so that only
valid devices can decrypt them. For example, the messages could be important
instructions from headquarters being sent to PDAs carried by employees in a
large corporation. We would like to provide for revocation, that is, for an arbitrary subset R ⊂ S, we would like to prevent any device in R from decrypting
the messages.
We are interested in schemes that work eﬃciently with low-memory devices,
that is, devices that can store at most O(log n) secret keys. Such a scenario
models the likely situation where the devices are small and the secure ﬁrmware
dedicated to storing keys is smaller still. We refer to this as the log-key restriction.
We consider two variants of this model.
– A static or zero-state version: the O(log n) keys on each device cannot be
changed once the device is deployed. For example, memory for the devices
could be written into secure ﬁrmware at deployment.
– The dynamic or low-state version: any of the O(log n) keys on each device
can be updated in response to broadcast messages. For example, such devices might have a small tamper-resistant secure cache in which to store and
update secret keys.
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Organizing Devices Using Trees. The schemes we consider organize the set
of n devices in a tree structure, associating each device with a diﬀerent leaf in
the tree. In fact, we consider three possible kinds of trees that the devices can
conceptually be organized into.
1. A balanced d-ary tree. In this case, the devices are associated with the leaves
of a balanced tree where each internal node has a constant d number of
children; hence, each is at depth O(log n). This tree is usually chosen purely
for the sake of eﬃciency, and, in fact, has been the only tree considered in
previous related work we are familiar with. For example, it forms the basis of
the Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) scheme [26, 28], the One-way Function Tree
(OFT) scheme [21], the Subset-Diﬀerence Revocation (SDR) scheme [16],
and the Layered Subset Diﬀerence (LSD) scheme [10].
2. An organizational chart. In this case, the devices are associated with the
leaves of a tree that represents an organizational chart, such as that of a
corporation or university. For example, internal nodes could correspond to
campuses, colleges, and departments. The height of this tree is assumed
to be O(log n) but the number of children of an internal is not assumed
to be bounded by a constant. Thus, the straightforward conversion of this
tree into an equivalent bounded-degree tree may cause the height to become
Ω(log2 n).
3. A multicast tree. In this case, the devices are associated with the nodes of
a multicast tree rooted at the group controller. The logical structure of this
tree could be determined in an ad hoc manner so that no bound is assumed
on either the tree height or the degree of internal nodes. Thus, this tree
may be quite imbalanced and could in fact have height that is exponentially
greater than the number of keys each device can hold.
In using trees, particularly in the latter two cases, we feel it is important to
provide the capability to the group controller of encrypting a message so that it
may be decrypted only by the devices associated with nodes in a certain subtree.
For instance, a sporting event might be broadcast to just a single region, or a
directive from headquarters might be intended just for a single division. We call
such a broadcast a subtree broadcast, which can also be modeled by multiple
GCs, each assigned to a diﬀerent subtree. We continue in this case to assume
the network transmits a message to the entire group, even the revoked devices,
but it should only be readable by the (unrevoked) devices in the speciﬁed subtree
when the message is sent in a subtree broadcast. The motivation for organizing
devices into trees and allowing for subtree broadcasts is derived from the way
many organizations are naturally structured. For example, the ICS Company
may have several departments divided into groups, and groups may in turn have
divisions located in diﬀerent cities.
After a secure broadcast system is set up, we need to have the ability to
revoke devices to avoid revealing messages beyond the current members. (We
also consider the complexities of adding new devices, but the need for revocation
is better motivated, since additions will typically be done in large blocks.) Thus,
we are interested in the following complexity measures for a set of n devices.

– Broadcast cost: the number of messages the group controller (GC) must send
in order to reach a subtree containing r revoked devices.
– Revocation cost: the number of messages the GC must send in order to revoke
a device. Note that this cost is zero in the zero-state case.
– Insertion cost: the number of messages the GC must send in order to add a
device. Note that this cost parameter does not apply to the zero-state case.
Related Work. Broadcast/multicast encryption was ﬁrst formally studied by
Fiat and Naor [8], for the model where all the device keys are dynamic. Their algorithms satisfy the log-key restriction, however, only if no more than a constant
number of revoked devices collude, which is probably not a realistic assumption.
Several subsequent approaches have therefore strengthened the collusion resistance for broadcast encryption, and have done so using approaches where the
group is represented by a ﬁxed-degree tree with the group controller (GC) being
the root and devices (users) being associated with leaves [3–7, 11, 13–15, 23, 24,
26, 28].
Of particular note is the logical key hierarchy (LKH) scheme proposed by
Wallner et al. [26] and by Wong and Lam [28], which achieves O(1) broadcast
cost and O(log n) revocation cost under the log-key restriction (for the dynamic
case). The main idea of the LKH scheme is to associate devices with the leaves
of a complete binary tree, assign unique secret keys to each node in this tree,
and store at each device x the keys stored in the path from x’s leaf to the
root. Some improvements of this scheme within the same asymptotic bounds are
given by Canetti et al. [4, 5]. Using Boolean function minimization techniques,
Chang et al. [6] deal with cumulative multi-user revocations and reduces the
space complexity of the GC, i.e., the number of keys stored at the GC, from
O(n) to O(log n). Wong et al. [27] generalize the results from binary trees to
key graphs. In addition, Sherman and McGrew [21] improve the constant factors
of the LKH scheme using a technique they call one-way function trees (OFT),
to reduce the size of revocation messages. Naor and Pinkas [17] and Kumar et
al. [12] also study multi-user revocations withstanding coalitions of colluding
users, and Pinkas [18] studies how to restore an oﬀ-line user who has missed a
sequence of t group modiﬁcations with O(log t) message size. Also of note is work
of Rodeh et al. [19], who describe how to use AVL trees to keep the LKH tree
balanced. Thus, the broadcast encryption problem is well-studied for the case
of fully-dynamic keys and devices organized in a complete or balanced k-ary
tree (noticing that a k-ary tree can transform to binary with constant times of
height increasing). We are not familiar with any previous work that deals with
unbalanced trees whose structure must be maintained for the sake of subtree
broadcasts, however.
There has also been some interesting recent work on broadcast encryption
for zero-state devices (the static case). To begin, we note that several researchers
have observed (e.g., see [10]) that the LKH approach can be used in the zerostate model under the log-key restriction to achieve O(r log(n/r)) broadcast
cost. (We will review the LKH approach in more detail in the next section.)
Naor, Naor, and Lotspiech [16] introduce an alternative approach to LKH, which

they call the subset-diﬀerence revocation (SDR) approach. They show that if
devices are allowed to store O(log2 n) static keys, then the group controller
can send out secure broadcasts using O(r) messages, i.e., the broadcast cost
of their approach is O(r). Halevy and Shamir [10] improve the performance of
the SDR scheme, using an approach they call layered subset diﬀerence (LSD).
They show how to reduce the number of keys per device to be O(log1+ n)
while keeping the broadcast cost O(r). They also show how to further extend
their approach to reduce the number of keys per device to be O(log n log log n)
while increasing the broadcast cost to be O(r log log n). These latter results are
obtained using a super-logarithmic number of device keys; hence, they violate
the log-key restriction.
Our Results. We provide several new techniques for broadcast encryption
under the log-key restriction. We study both the static (zero-state) and dynamic
(low-state) versions of this model, and present eﬃcient broadcast encryption
schemes for devices organized in tree structures. We study new solutions for
balanced trees, organizational charts, and multicast trees. We show in Table 1
the best bounds on the broadcast, insertion and revocation cost for each of the
possible combinations of state and tree structure we consider, under the log-key
restriction.

static
broadcast cost
(zero-state)
dynamic broadcast cost
(low state) revocation cost
insertion cost

Balanced Tree Org. Chart Multicast Tree
O(r)
O(r)
O(r log n)
(new)
(new)
(new)
O(1)
O(1)
O(log n)
O(log n)
O(log n)
O(log n)
O(log n)
O(log n)
O(log n)
LKH [19, 26, 28]
(new)
(new)

Table 1. Best bounds for broadcast encryption among n devices under the log-key
restriction, where each device can store only O(log n) keys.

So, for example, we are able to match the log-key bound of the static LKH
scheme while also achieving the O(r) broadcast encryption complexity of the
SDR scheme. Indeed, our scheme for this case, which we call the stratiﬁed subset
diﬀerence (SSD) scheme, is the ﬁrst scheme we are aware of for zero-state devices that simultaneously achieves both of these bounds. Moreover, we are able
to match the best bounds for balanced trees, even for unbalanced high-degree
organizational charts, which would not be possible using the natural conversion
to a binary tree. Instead, we use biased trees [1] to do this conversion. But this
approach is nevertheless limited, under the log-key restriction, to cases where the
organizational chart has logarithmic height. Thus, for multicast trees, which can
be very unbalanced (we even allow for height that is O(n)), we must take a different approach. In particular, in these cases, we extend the linking and cutting
dynamic trees of Sleator and Tarjan [22] to the context of broadcast encryption,

showing how to do subtree broadcasts in this novel context. This implies some
surprisingly eﬃcient performance bounds for broadcast encryption in multicast
trees, for in severely unbalanced multicast trees the number of ancestors of the
leaf associated with some device can be exponentially greater than the number
of keys that device is allowed to store.

2

Preliminaries

The LKH Scheme for a Single Group. Let us brieﬂy review the LKH
scheme [26, 28], which is well known for key management in single groups. The
LKH scheme organizes a group of n devices as a complete binary tree with the
GC represented by the root and each user (that is, device) by a leaf, with a key
stored at each node. Each device, as a leaf, knows the path from the root to
itself and all the keys on this path. The GC, as the root, knows the whole tree
and all the keys. (See Figure 1.)
To revoke a device x, the GC updates every key on the path from itself to
x so that: (a) x cannot receive any updated key; and (b) any device other than
x can receive an updated key if and only if it knows the old value of that key.
The key updating is bottom-up, from the parent of x to the root. To distribute
the new key at a node v, if v is the parent of x, then the GC encrypts the new
key with the current key of the sibling of x; otherwise, GC encrypts the new
key with the current keys of the two children of v, respectively. This procedure
guarantees (a) and (b). The total number of messages is O(log n). Broadcasting
to a subtree simply involves encrypting a message using the key for the root of
that subtree; hence, the broadcast cost is O(1).
In the static case, no updating is allowed. So, the GC must encrypt a broadcast using the root of every maximal subtree containing no revoked devices.
Thus, in the static case, LKH has broadcast cost O(r log(n/r)). (Recall that r is
the number of revoked devices.) In both the static and dynamic case, however,
the number of keys per device remains O(log n).

keys to update

paths for key
distribution

Group controller
Internal node
x

Device

Fig. 1. The LKH scheme for key management in single groups.

Subset Diﬀerence Revocation (SDR). The subset diﬀerence revocation
(SDR) approach of Naor, Naor, and Lotspiech [16] is also based on associating all the devices with the leaves of a complete binary tree T . Deﬁne a subtree
B as the union of all the paths from the root to leaves associated with revoked
devices. Some internal nodes in B have one child and some two. Mark each internal node v in B with two children as a “cut vertex” and imagine that we cut
out from T the edges from v to its two children. This would leave us with O(r)
rooted subtrees, each containing some number of valid devices and one revoked
leaf (which may have previously been an internal node). Each such subtree is
therefore uniquely identiﬁed by its root, v, and its descendent node w that is
revoked. The GC associates a secret key with each node v, and deﬁnes a label
Lv (w), for each node in the subtree, Tv , of T rooted at v. Lv (v) is v’s secret
key, and for any internal node u in Tv , with left child x and right child y, we
deﬁne Lv (x) = f (Lv (u)) and Lv (y) = g(Lv (u)) , where f and g are collisionresistant one-way hash functions that maintain the size of input strings. (Here
we use the abstract model of f and g; Naor, Naor, and Lotspiech use in [16] a
pseudo-random generator G that triples the size of input, and take the left 1/3
and right 1/3 of the output to be the values of f and g.) Each leaf z in Tv stores
the values of all the Lv labels of the nodes that are siblings of the path from z
to v (that is, not on the path itself, but are siblings of a node on the path). The
key used to encode a subtree rooted at v with a revoked node w inside is Lv (w).
Note that no descendent of w knows this value and no node outside of Tv can
compute this value, which is what makes this a secure scheme. However, this
scheme requires each device to hold O(log2 n) keys, which violates the log-key
restriction.

3

Improved Zero-State Broadcast Encryption

To improve the storage requirements for stateless broadcast encryption, so as to
satisfy the log-key restriction, we take a data structuring approach. We begin
with the basic approach of the subset diﬀerence (SDR) method. Without loss of
generality, we assume that we are given a complete binary tree T with n leaves
such that each leaf of T is associated with a diﬀerent user. For any node v in
T , let Tv denote the subtree rooted at v. In addition, for any node v and a
descendent w of v, we let Tv,w denote tree Tu − Tw , that is, all the nodes that
are descendents of v but not w. Given a set of revoked users, we can use the
same approach as SDR to partition T into at most 2r − 1 subtrees Tv,w , such
that union of all these trees represent the complete set of unrevoked users.
A Linear-Work Solution. As a warm-up for our eﬃcient broadcast encryption
scheme, we ﬁrst describe a scheme that uses O(log n) keys per device and O(r)
messages per broadcast, but requires O(n) work per device to decrypt messages
(we will then show how to improve the device work bound keeping the other two
asymptotic bounds unchanged).
The main idea is that the GC needs a way of encoding a message so that
every leaf node in Tv,w can decrypt this message, but not other user (or group

of users) can decrypt it. We note as an additional space saving technique, we
can name each node in T according to a level-numbering scheme (e.g., see [9]),
so that the full structure of any tree Tv,w can be completely inferred using just
the names of v and w. Moreover, any leaf x in Tv,w can determine its relative
position in Tv,w immediately from its own name, x, and the names of v and w.
Let us focus on a speciﬁc subtree Tv , for a node v in T . We deﬁne a set of
leftist labels, Lv (x), and rightist labels, Rv (x), for each node of Tv . In particular,
let us number the nodes in Tv two ways—ﬁrst according to a left preorder numbering (which visits left children before right children) and second according to
a right preorder numbering (which visits right children before left children) [9].
For a non-root node b in Tv , let al denote the predecessor of b in the left preorder numbering of the nodes in Tv . We deﬁne Lv (b) to be f (Lv (al )), where f is
a collision-resistant one-way hash function. Likewise, we let ar denote the predecessor of b in the right preorder numbering of the nodes in Tv . We deﬁne Rv (b) to
be g(Rv (ar )), where g is a (diﬀerent) collision-resistant one-way hash function.
We initialize these two hash chains by setting Lv (v) and Rv (v) to random seeds
known only to the GC.
For each leaf node b in Tv , let cl and cr respectively denote the successors
of b (if they exist) in the left and right preorder numberings of the nodes in Tv .
The keys we store at b for Tv are Lv (cl ) and Rv (cr ). (Note that we speciﬁcally
do not store Lv (b) nor Rv (b) at b.) For the complete key distribution, we store
these two keys for each subtree Tv containing b (there are log n such subtrees).
Given this key distribution, to encrypt a message for the nodes in Tv,w , a GC
encrypts the message twice—once using Lv (w) and once using Rv (w).
Decryption. Let us next consider how a leaf node b in Tv,w can decrypt a message
sent to this subtree from the GC. Since w is not an ancestor of b, there are two
possibilities: either w comes after b in the left preorder numbering of Tv or w
comes after b in the right preorder numbering. Since b can determine the complete
structure of Tv and b’s relative position with w in this subtree from the names of
v, b, and w, it can implicitly represent Tv,w and know which of these two cases
apply. So suppose the ﬁrst case applies (as the second case is symmetric with the
ﬁrst). In this case, b starts with the label Lv (cl ) it stores, where cl is b’s successor
in the left preorder numbering of Tv . It then continues a left preorder traversal of
Tv (which it can perform implicitly if memory is tight) until it reaches w. With
each new node b encounters in this traversal, b makes another application of the
one-way function f , computing the Lv labels of each visited node. Thus, when b
visits w in this traversal, it will have computed Lv (w) and can then decrypt the
message. This computation takes at most |Tv,w | hash function computations.
Security. Let us next consider the security of this scheme. First, observe that
any node outside of Tv has no information that can be used to help decode a
message for the nodes in some tree Tv,w , since Lv (v) and Rv (v) are chosen as
random seeds and nodes outside of Tv receive no function of Lv (v) or Rv (v).
So the security risk that remains is that leaf descendents of w might be able
to decrypt a message sent to the nodes in Tv,w . Let Dw denote the set of leaf

descendents of w. For each node b in Dw , with successors cl and cr in the two
preorder numberings, we store Lv (cl ) and Rv (cr ) at b. But none of these values
for the nodes in Dw are useful for computing Lv (w) or Rv (w), without inverting
a one-way function, since, in any preorder traversal, all the ancestors of a node
are visited before the node is visited.
Thus, we have a key distribution strategy for the zero-state case that uses
O(log n) keys per device and O(r) messages per broadcast, albeit with work at
each device that could be O(n). In the remainder of this section, we describe
how we can reduce this work bound while keeping the other asymptotic bounds
unchanged.
The Stratiﬁed Subset Diﬀerence (SSD) Method. Given a constant k, we
can decrease the work per device to be O(n1/k ), while increasing the space and
message bounds by at most a factor of k, which should be a good trade-oﬀ in
most applications. For example, when n is less than one trillion, n1/8 is less than
log n. The method involves a stratiﬁed version of the scheme described above,
giving rise to a scheme we call the stratiﬁed subset diﬀerence (SSD) method.
We begin by marking each node at a depth that is a multiple of (log n)/k
as “red;” the other nodes are colored “blue.” (See Figure 2.) Imagine further
that we partition the tree T along the red nodes, subdividing T into maximal
trees whose root and leaves are red and whose internal nodes are blue. Call each
such tree a blue tree (even though its root and leaves are red). We then apply
the method described above in each blue tree, as follows. For each leaf b in T ,
let b1 , · · · , bk be the red ancestors of b, in top-down order. For i = 1, · · · k, let Ti
be the blue tree rooted at bi and note that bi+1 is a leaf of Ti .
We store at node b labels Lbi (cl ) and Rbi (cr ) (i = 1, · · · k in T ), where cl and
cr are the left and right preorder successors of bi+1 in Ti , respectively. Storing
these labels increases the space per device by a factor of k.

T
bi
(log n) / k

Ti
bi+1

b
Fig. 2. Illustration of the stratiﬁed subset diﬀerence (SSD) scheme.

To encrypt a message, the GC ﬁrst performs the subdivision of T into the
subtrees Tv,w as before. Then, the GC further partitions each tree Tv,w at the
red levels, and encodes the broadcast message, using the previously described
scheme, for each blue subtree rooted at a node on the path from v to w. This
increases the broadcast size by at most a factor of k, but now the work needed
by each device is reduced to computing the L or R labels in a blue tree, which
has size at most n1/k . Thus, the work per device is reduced to O(n1/k ) in this
SSD scheme.
Theorem 1. Given a balanced tree T with n devices, for zero-state broadcast
encryption, the stratiﬁed subset diﬀerence (SSD) scheme for T uses O(log n)
keys per device and has O(r) broadcast cost, where r is the number of revoked
devices in the subtree receiving the broadcast. The work per device can be made
to be O(n1/k ) for any ﬁxed constant k.
Moreover, as we have noted, the security of this scheme is as strong as that
for SDR and LKH, i.e., it is resilient to collusions of any set of revoked devices.
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A Biased Tree Scheme for an Organizational Chart

We recall that in the organizational chart structure for n devices, we have a
hierarchical partition of the devices induced by a tree T of k = O(log n) height
but with unbounded branches at each internal node. Namely, the leaves of T are
associated with the devices and an internal node v of T represents the group
(set) of devices associated with the leaves of the subtree rooted at v. Thus,
sibling nodes of T are associated with disjoint groups and each device belongs
to a unique sequence of O(log n) groups whose nodes are on the path from the
device’s leaf to the root of T . Without loss of generality, we assume that an
internal node of T has either all internal children (subgroups) or all external
children (devices), and its group is called an interior group or exterior group
accordingly. We consider four types of update operations: insertion and deletion
(revocation) of a device or of an empty group. After each modiﬁcation, we want
to maintain both forward and backward security.
Biased Trees. Biased trees, introduced by Bent et al. [1], are trees balanced by
the weights of leaves (typically set as access frequencies). There are two versions
of biased trees: locally biased and globally biased. We denote by p(x), l(x) and
r(x) the parent, left child and right child of a node x of a tree, and we use these
denotations cumulatively. E.g., lpp(x) is the left child of the grandparent of x.
The following deﬁnitions are taken from [1].
A biased search tree is a full binary search tree such that each node x has a
weight w(x) and a rank s(x). The weight of a leaf is initially assigned, and the
weight of an internal node is the sum of the weights of its children. The rank
s(x) of a node x is a positive integer such that
1. s(x) = log w(x) if x is a leaf.

2. s(x) ≤ s(p(x)) − 1 if x is a leaf.
3. s(x) ≤ s(p(x)) and s(x) ≤ s(pp(x)) − 1.
A locally biased search tree has the following additional property:
Local bias. For any x with s(x) ≤ s(p(x)) − 2,
1. if x = lp(x), then either rp(x) or lrp(x) is a leaf with rank s(x) − 1; if
x = rp(x), then either lp(x) or rlp(x) is a leaf with rank s(x) − 1; and
2. if x = lp(x), p(x) = rpp(x) and s(p(x)) = s(pp(x)), then either lpp(x)
or rlpp(x) is a leaf with rank s(x) − 1; if x = rp(x), p(x) = lpp(x) and
s(p(x)) = s(pp(x)), then either rpp(x) or lrpp(x) is a leaf with rank
s(x) − 1.
A globally biased search tree has the following additional property:
Global bias. For any x with s(x) ≤ s(p(x)) − 2, both of the two neighboring
leaves of x, i.e., the right-most leaf on the left and the left-most leaf on the
right, have rank at least s(x) − 1.
Group Hierarchies and Biased Trees. Given an organizational chart T
that represents a group hierarchy, we have to convert T to a binary tree before
applying any encryption scheme for key management. Without loss of generality,
we convert T to a binary tree BT that preserves the original group hierarchy.
Each internal node of T , representing a group Gi , becomes a special internal
node in BT that still represents Gi and accommodates a GC. Additional internal
nodes are added between Gi and its children in T (i.e., subgroups or devices)
for the purpose of binarization. As result,node Gi plus all its children in T and
the paths between them in BT form a binary subtree Bi in BT with Gi being
the root and each of its children in T being a leaf. Note that, without special
care, BT is likely to have super-logarithm height and balancing such a tree using
standard techniques would destroy the group hierarchy.
Given a group hierarchy tree T , we assign a unit weight to each leaf and
calculate the weights of other nodes in T accordingly, i.e., the weight of each
internal node x is the number of devices in the subtree of T rooted at x. We
replace each node x with a biased binary tree having the children of x as its
leaves (using the weights of these nodes for the biasing). Thus, each subtree Bi
representing a group Gi rooted at a node x in T can be initialized into a biased
tree without aﬀecting the structure of group hierarchy. Since w(Gi ) for each Gi
is an invariant, i.e., the weights of the root and leaves in every Bi are invariant,
the initialization is well deﬁned and can be done in each Bi independently. That
is, combining all the biased Bi ’s into BT will not change the structure of the
original hierarchy represented by T . (See Figure 3)
Key assignment. After initializing the biased Bi ’s, we still assign a key to
each node of BT as in the LKH, and inform the keys to devices and GC’s by the
following security properties:
1. each device x knows all but only the keys on the path from G0 to itself.
2. the GC of each Gi knows all but only the keys of Gi ’s descendants in BT
and those on the path from G0 to Gi .

G0

Hierarchy Controller

6

G1

4

5

G2

3

4

3

3
3

2

2

2

Group
2

x

1

Internal node
Device

Fig. 3. Binary tree BT consisting of biased trees B0 , B1 and B2 . The ranks of the
nodes in B0 and B1 are shown.

Broadcast and multicast. Using the above security properties and appropriate signature or authentication mechanism [2, 4, 20, 25], the GC of each Gi
can send a message securely with one key encryption to Gi or any subgroup or
super-group of Gi , without any ambiguity.
Key update and tree rebalance. As in the LKH scheme, keys should be
updated after each insertion or deletion (revocation) of a device or group so
that the security properties 1 and 2 are maintained. Moreover, we should also
rebalance BT to preserve the bias properties in each Bi . Assume that we can
insert a leaf, delete a leaf, or update the weight of a leaf in Bi (by insert(x),
delete(x) and reweight(x), respectively) while preserving both the security and
bias properties. Then inserting or deleting a device x ∈ Gk ⊂ Gk−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ G0
can be done in three steps:
1. insert or delete a leaf in the exterior tree Bk ;
2. update the weights w(Gk ), w(Gk−1 ), · · · , w(G1 ) in the interior trees Bk−1 ,
Bk−2 , · · · , B0 accordingly; and
3. update the keys on the path from x to G0 bottom-up, as in the LKH scheme.
To insert or delete a group Gk+1 ⊂ Gk ⊂ · · · ⊂ G0 is a similar process except
starting with an insertion or deletion in an interior Bk . Therefore insert, delete
and reweight in each Bi suﬃce all our hierarchy modiﬁcations in BT . Such
operations preserving the bias properties were already given and analyzed in
[1], we now describe how to modify them to preserve the security properties,
too.
Recall that the biased tree operations, including insert, delete and reweight,
recursively call an operation tilt as the only subroutine to rebalance the biased
tree structure [1]. Operation tilt performs a single rotation associated with rank
modiﬁcation. Since a node loses descendants during a rotation if it is rotated
down and losing descendants is the only chance of key leaks in the LKH scheme.
To maintain the security properties 1 and 2 after any rotation in Bi , it is necessary and suﬃcient to update the key at the node rotated down. Observing that

updating a single key and distributing the result of a rotation are both easy in
our scheme, we can replace the tilt in [1] with our secure-tilt which preserves the
security properties 1 and 2.We give a detailed description of secure-tilt-left in
Figure 4. Operation secure-tilt-right is analogous. Using secure-tilt as the subroutine in biased tree operations, the scheme is as secure as LKH.
Algorithm secure-tilt-left(x)
if s(l(x)) = s(x) = s(r(x)) then
s(x) ← s(x) + 1
else if s(l(x)) < s(x) and s(r(x)) = s(x) then
let x, l(x), r(x), lr(x), rr(x) be A, B, C, D, E.
p(C) ← p(A), l(C) ← A and r(A) ← D. {left rotation at x}
update key(A)
distribute key(A) and key(C) to their descendants
x←C
end if
return x
Fig. 4. The algorithm for operation secure-tilt-left(x).

Eﬃciency of The Scheme. The insert, delete and reweight operations in
biased trees are implemented as follows: join and split are the two basic biased
tree operations. join(x, y) has global and local versions, which will merge two
global or local biased trees with roots x and y and return the root of the resulting
tree, and both versions work by recursively calling secure-tilt. split(T, x) will split
T into two biased trees T1 and T2 , each containing all the leaves of T with their
binary search keys less than x and greater than x, respectively. split calls localjoin as a subroutine and is applicable to both local and global biased trees.
Other operations are based on join and split: operation insert(x) splits T by
x and then joins T1 , x and T2 together; operation delete(x) splits T by x and
then joins T1 and T2 back ignoring x; and operation reweight(x) splits T by x,
updates the weight of x, and then joins T1 , x and T2 back into T .
The correctness and eﬃciency of our hierarchy modiﬁcations in BT follow
those of biased tree operations. Notice that our secure-tilt takes constant message
size as well as the constant-time tilt in [1], all time bounds in [1] also hold as
bounds of message size in our scheme.
This gives us the following.
Theorem 2. Given an organizational chart tree T with height k and n devices,
under the log-key restriction, the dynamic biased binary tree scheme for T has
has O(1) broadcast cost and O(k + log n) revocation and insertion cost.
Proof. We show how to access a device x ∈ Gk ⊂ Gk−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ G0 from G0 .
The analysis of other operations is similar. Since the root of Bi is a leaf of Bi−1 ,

and each biased tree Bi , i = 0, 1, · · · , k, has the ideal access time, the time to
access x from G0 is



 

O

log

w(G0 )
w(G1 )

+ · · · + log

w(Gk−1 )
w(Gk )

+ log

w(Gk )
w(x)

= O(log n + k).




Thus, we satisfy the log-key restriction for any organizational chart with
k = O(log n) height. We also note that applying our SSD approach to a static
application of the techniques developed in this section results in a scheme using
O(log n) keys per device and O(r) messages per broadcast for an organization
chart with height O(log n).

5

A Dynamic Tree Scheme for a Multicast Tree

Let us next consider the multicast tree structure, which, for the sake of broadcast
encryption, is similar to the organizational chart, except that the height of a
multicast tree can be much larger than logarithmic (we even allow for linear
height). For a multicast tree T with n devices and m groups, we give a scheme
with O(log m) broadcast cost and O(log n) update cost, irrespectively of the
depth of T .
Dynamic Trees. Dynamic trees were ﬁrst studied by Sleator and Tarjan [22]
and used for various tree queries and network ﬂow problems. The key idea is
to partition a highly unbalanced tree into paths and associate a biased tree
structure, which is in some sense balanced, to each path. Thus any node in the
tree can be accessed and any update to the tree can be done in O(log n) time
through the associated structure, regardless the depth of node or the height of
tree. The dynamic tree used in our scheme is speciﬁed by taking the partition by
weight (size) approach and not having cost on each edge. The following deﬁnition
refers to this speciﬁcation.
A dynamic tree T is a weighted binary search tree where the weight wT (x) is
initially assigned if x is a leaf, or wT (x) = wT (l(x)) + wT (r(x)) if x is an internal
node. The edges of T are partitioned into solid and dashed edges so that each
node links with its heavier child by a solid edge and with the lighter child by a
dashed edge. Thus T is partitioned into solid paths Pj ’s linked by dashed edges.
We denote by h(Pj ) the deepest node in Pj and t(Pj ) the upper-most one1 . Then
the edge between any t(Pj ) and its parent must be dashed, and vice versa. For
O(log n) operations, each solid path Pj is further organized as a global biased
tree, denoted by B(Pj ), so that the nodes from h(Pj ) to t(Pj ) become leaves
of B(Pj ) from left to right, and the weight of a leaf x in B(Pj ) is assigned as
wB(Pj ) (x) = wT (y) where y is the dashed child of x in T . Then T consists of
these B(Pj )’s by linking the root of each B(Pj ) with the parent of t(Pj ), unless
t(Pj ) is the root of T . (See Figure 5.) To show that such structure of T is well
deﬁned, let the root of B(Pj ) be x and the parent of t(Pj ) be y ∈ Pj−1 , then we
have that wB(Pj ) (x) = wT (t(Pj )) = wB(Pj−1 ) (y). Thus, x can replace t(Pj ) as a
child of y.
1

h(Pj ) must be a leaf of T by the “partition by weight” approach.

Fig. 5. Partition of tree BT and the accessing path to x.

Group Hierarchies and Dynamic Trees. We convert a multicast tree T to a
binary tree BT that preserves the group hierarchy in T as same as in the biased
tree scheme. Instead of using a biased tree, we simply use a complete binary tree
for each Bi , then assign a unit weight wT (x) = 1 to each device and partition
BT into a dynamic tree as above. A key is assigned to each node of each B(Pj ).
Since the root of B(Pj ) becomes child of a leaf of B(Pj−1 ), each device becomes a
descendant of a unique string of biased trees of paths B(Pj ), B(Pj−1 ), · · · , B(P0 ).
The way a device is accessed is not through the real path in BT but through the
path in the string of B(Pj )’s. (See Figure 5.)
Broadcast and Multicast. Broadcast in a group Gi becomes a little more
complicate because, although device x is a descendant of Gi in T , Gi may not
be on the accessing path from G0 to x. However, if Gi ∈ Pj , then the accessing
path to any descendant of Gi must pass a node in the preﬁx of Pj from h(Pj )
to Gi . So, to broadcast in Gi , it is suﬃcient to encrypt the message by the keys
in B(Pj ) that cover this preﬁx of Pi . In the full version, we show that, with the
dynamic tree scheme, it takes O(log |Pj |) encryptions to broadcast a message in
any group Gi ∈ Pj , either in worst case or in average.
Key Updates. We follow the dynamic tree operations in [22] to modify the
hierarchy, and update the keys in the accessing path of the updated item as in
the LKH scheme. Dynamic tree operations dynamically change the solid path
partition to guarantee the O(log n) running time, and such change is carried out
by the biased tree operations among B(Pj )’s. Therefore, operation secure-tilt
preserves the security properties along any accessing path. The dynamic tree
operations we use are as follows:

– splice(Pj ): extend Pj by converting the edge from t(Pj ) to its parent solid,
and the edge between sibling(t(Pi )) and its parent dashed.
– slice(Pj ): Let (x, y) be the upper most edge in Pj such that y is not the
heavier child of x, if there exist such edges in Pj . Then cut Pj by converting
(x, y) into dashed and (x, sibling(y)) into solid.
– expose(x): make the path from x to G0 (the real path in BT ) into a single
solid path by a series of splices.
– conceal(Pj ): convert every edge in Pj who does not link to a heavier child of
parent into dashed by a series of slices.
– link(x, y): combine two dynamic trees by making y the parent of x, where x
is the root of the ﬁrst tree and y is a node in the second.
– cut(x): divide a dynamic tree into two by deleting the edge between x and
p(x).
Inserting or deleting a device or a group corresponds to a link or cut operation,
respectively. Such dynamic tree operation take O(log n) time and can be reduced
to a series of join and split operation on biased trees. The algorithmic template
for a dynamic tree operation is the expose-and-conceal strategy, described as
follows:
1. perform expose(x) on a node x;
2. if the above expose operation violates the “partition by weight” property,
restore the property by executing conceal(Pj ) on the appropriate path Pj .
Since all the dynamic tree operations reduce to a series of biased tree operations, operation secure-tilt is still the only subroutine that adjusts the partition
of T (Pj )’s. Notice that the structure BT is never adjusted, but the accessing
path to each device x are adjusted through operations. From [22], we know that,
with partition by weight and representing the solid paths as global biased trees,
any dynamic tree operation takes O(log n) time. Since a hierarchy modiﬁcation
consists of a dynamic tree operation plus updating the keys in an access path,
which is also of length O(log n), the eﬃciency of key updating for hierarchy
modiﬁcations follows.
Theorem 3. Given a multicast tree T with n devices, under the log-key restriction, structured in m groups, the dynamic tree scheme for T has O(log m)
broadcast cost and O(log n) revocation and insertion cost.
A zero-state version can also be developed, which uses the biased trees and
broadcast scheme to send messages to the unrevoked leaves in a multicast tree
T using O(r log n) broadcasts for devices storing O(log n) keys each, where r is
the number of revoked devices.
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